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Introduction 
Fast facts
• Presentation is based on a 180 page thesis:

• “The Future of Political Globalisation, based on an Assessment of Macro 

Patterns in Change.”

• Impossible to summarize the contents of the thesis in 15 minutes! 

• Presentation is an extreme simplistic version of the topic; it will leave you 

with more questions than answers.

• Please don’t shoot me! | Älä ammu minua!

• Take my business card or give me your email address – I will email you the 

thesis, and we can take the discussion offline. 

• Email: michiel.jonker@za.gt.com

mailto:michiel.jonker@za.gt.com


Introduction 
The theme
• The topic is relevant to the conference theme – the future of energy!

• We need to cover:

• The future of the nation state vs. future of political globalisation (i.e. global 

governance / the possibility of one global government in the future):

• By assessing macrohistory (“macro patterns in change”):

• What does it say about the future of energy?

• Why this topic?

• We need to understand the broader contextual environment of energy:

• Cannot focus on energy in isolation!



Introduction 
The role of history

Futures 

Triangle
Inayatullah:

Weight of history represents the 

“deep patterns that are resistant to 

change (patriarchy, feudal structures, 

silos, macrohistory)”.

The weight of geopolitics

Preferred future of energy?



Introduction 
What is macrohistory?
• Six Pillar Futures Theoretical Framework:

• Macrohistory is formally known as the third pillar in the framework – i.e. 

“Timing the Future”:

• Mapping (Pillar 1 – the Futures Triangle is a mapping tool)

• Anticipation (Pillar 2)

• Timing the Future (Pillar 3 – macrohistory to time the future):

• Scenario planning + Causal Layered Analysis (CLA)

• Deepening the Future (Pillar 4)

• Creating alternatives (Pillar 5)

• Transforming the Future (Pillar 6)



Introduction 
What is macrohistory?
• Inayatullah and Galtung – identified 20 macrohistorians / macro patterns; their 

book:

• “Macrohistory and Macrohistorians – Perspectives on Individual, Social, and 

Civilizational Change”.

• Reason for so few macrohistorians?

• Intellectually DIFFICULT! 

• Macrohistory is exclusively inductive.

• Primarily makes use of secondary sources. 

• Deductive researchers don’t like macrohistory!

• Intuition is an important part of learning – Futurists need to be careful that 

deductive research doesn’t dominate future studies. 



Introduction 
What is macrohistory?
Point 1:

• Macrohistory is a study of:

• Change in social systems through time (thru centuries), not in time.

• It is concerned with the historical development of a subject through a 

long period of time (diachronic data). 

• Not with a subject as it existed at one point in time!



Introduction 
What is macrohistory?
Point 2:

• Macrohistorians’ studies cover: 

• Identification of striking or grand patterns / regularities / laws in the 

histories of social systems (hidden in a massive amount of historical data):

• Not interested in the endless number of dissimilarities and micro 

(“some little region in space”) historical events (synchronic data):

• In other words, macrohistorians are not interested in the ‘noise’ in 

the media. 

• BUT suspends these endless dissimilarities!



Introduction 
What is macrohistory?
Point 3:

• Inayatullah:

• “Macrohistory does not predict the future per se but questions patterns…”

• “… without macrohistory the future remains fanciful, and overly based on 

the new influences of new technologies… the future becomes overly 

idiosyncratic, what individuals currently feel, instead of based on the 

evolutionary life cycles of collectivities…”

• Macro patterns of change assist decision-makers in gaining insight into the 

probable long term shape / trajectory of the future:

• Test of plausibility: Macrohistory patterns can therefore be used as 

the ‘acid-test’ to test underlying assumptions about the future.



Introduction 
What is macrohistory?

• Macrohistory does not insinuate that history is deterministic: 

• Many macrohistorians did allow for:

• An escape clause from their identified patterns:

• Via the human agency (the ‘vanguard of leadership’).



Introduction 
Political globalisation
• Political globalisation:

• Political and economic globalisation: the intensification and expansion of 

political and economic interrelationships across the globe (Steger, 2013: 

37 & 60) in the form of:

• Intergovernmental organisations: 

• Regional governance (EU) | Global governance (UN)

• True political globalisation would, among other things, consist of (Held, cited 

by Steger, 2013: 72):

• Global parliament.

• Interconnected global legal system.



Introduction 
Political globalisation
• Political globalisation:

• Argument: These institutions started to constrain the sovereignty of nation 

states after 1945.

• Argument: Due to nation states’ power, these international agencies could 

not deliver on their full mandates. 

• So, what is the future of political globalisation and the nation state?

• Based on an assessment of macro patterns in change.

• By ignoring endless day-to-day noise!

• And what does it say about the future of energy? 



Macro patterns 
Universal personalization
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin:

• Teilhard used a methodology of “complexification” to “anticipate the trend of the 

future”.

• Evolution was based on a dialectic – which he referred to as the “law of 

recurrence”:

• Phenomenon of ever-increasing:

• Convergence or unification of diverse things or elements – i.e. 

where a few elements converge, at each new level of evolution, into 

many and different new combinations:

• The emergence of complexity and centricity was the result of 

this convergence; i.e. “new elements which are more complex 

than their components”. 



Macro patterns 
Universal personalization
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin:

• Universe was not static, but in a process of development towards the “Omega point”:

• More complexity.

• More integration / convergence of things - entailing an ever-increasing 

process of “condensing, unifying, and organizing”.

• The opposite of this creation process was also true; i.e. “nonexistence-

dissociation-disaggregation and multiplicity”.

• Universe was created from nothingness, and it moved from a state of “infinitely 

disassociated multiplicity” to a state where the spirit allowed the “multiplicity-

nothingness to condense”. 



Macro patterns 
Universal personalization
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin:

• Teilhard’s view on social change can be summarized as follows:

• Shape: Evolution

• Key: Linear 

• Unit or Stages of History: Individuals: pull of God towards Omega



Macro patterns 
Universal personalization
Pierre Teilhard de Chardin:



Macro patterns 
Universal personalization
CONCLUSION – Pierre Teilhard de Chardin: 

• The probable future / overall trajectory of history – linear evolution:

• Over long period of time – towards more complexity, unification and 

centralization of things (e.g. the unifications of Germany and Italy in 19th

century; and more intense regional and global governance).

• But with many reversals (“multiplicity”) which could span decades (e.g. 

strengthening of the position of the nation state). 

• Examples of multiplicity – recent separatist movements or tensions:

• Catalan (in Spain)

• Kurds (in Iraq)

• Lombardy and Veneto (in Italy)

• Kenya (calls for coastal counties to secede)

• China – wild card (centuries’ of integration and disintegration cycles)

• EU trouble (Brexit; tension - right wing parties; Poland and Hungary)



Macro patterns 
Universal personalization
CONCLUSION – Pierre Teilhard de Chardin: 

• Conflict between the two continuums of complexification will continue:

• Ever-increasing unification of things (e.g. regional and global governance).

• Multiplicity – nation states seeking to project their own power:

• Rift between Poland vs. Germany and France:

• “Poland will pursue a more flexible relationship with Brussels, 

whereby the economic benefits of EU membership continue 

while leaving space for countries to pursue independent 

foreign policies more consistent with their national interests 

rather than with European unanimity.” - Jacob Shapiro 

(Geopolitical Futures)



Macro patterns 
Dominator & partnership shifts

Riane Eisler:

• Our past, present and future should be understood in terms of the interaction of 

two movements, namely:

• Movement 1: Greater complexity – ever-increasing introduction of new 

technology.

• Movement 2: The movement of cultural shifts between two social 

organisational “templates” (forms | cognitive cultural maps | models):

• Dominator template

• Partnership template

• Templates (grand pattern of history): These models guide societies in their “social 

construction of gender roles and relations”.



Macro patterns 
Dominator & partnership shifts

Riane Eisler:

• Dominator role:

• Warrior values – masculine identity (“strongman rule”); authoritarian, 

hierarchic systems.

• Institutionalized social (male) violence. 

• Rigid male dominance – in both family life and in broader society.

• The return of women to their ‘traditional’ place - devaluation of anything 

considered ‘soft’ or ‘feminine’.

• Violence against the environment. 

• Violence against “different races, religions, and nations – in which 

diversity is automatically equated with inferiority or superiority”.



Macro patterns 
Dominator & partnership shifts

Riane Eisler:

• Critical junctures in history influenced by the two templates – NOT by technology:

• Two social models influenced the use of technology:

• Dominate and destruct (dominator model).

• Sustain and enhance life (partnership model).

• Shape of history – multilinear progression: 

• Growing strength of civil rights movements and environmental 

organisations – a push back from the partnership model.

• At the same time – a push back from the dominator model. 



Macro patterns 
Dominator & partnership shifts

Riane Eisler:

• Eisler’s view on social change can be summarized as follows:

• Shape: Multilinear progression

• Key: Gender

• Unit or Stages of History: Partnership, Dominator, Partnership



Macro patterns 
Dominator & partnership shifts

Riane Eisler:



Macro patterns 
Dominator & partnership shifts

CONCLUSION – Riane Eisler: 

• The probable future / overall trajectory of history – multilinear progression 

(shaping the future in a dual way): 

• Due to the dominator push back:

• Conflict between the two genders / different nations and religions

(e.g. most recent cases: Rohingya crisis and conflict between the USA 

vs. North Korea and Iran).

• Conflict between humans and the physical environment (e.g. USA 

President, Donald Trump, pulling out of the Paris agreement).

• Due to the partnership push back:

• Limited partnerships crossing nation state borders (e.g. the EU, UN).



Macro patterns 
Dominator and Partnership Shifts

CONCLUSION – Riane Eisler: 

• Conflict between the two continuums of multilinear progression will continue:

• Limited partnership model (e.g. regional and global governance).

• Dominator model under pressure – conflict between nation states and 

aggression against the environment, but with increasing restraints on this 

model from activist groups. 

• Partnership model: E.g. Paris Climate Accord. 

• Dominator model: E.g. USA (Donald Trump) pulls out of the Paris Climate Accord, 

and the USA-North Korea and USA-Iran conflicts and endless other examples.

• Dominator model will make use of more energy in wars going forward!



Macro patterns 
Challenge and response
Arnold Toynbee:

• Wrote about the rise and fall of civilizations.

• First imperative: The rise of any civilization due to a “creative minority” (i.e. a few 

leaders or the small (elite) vanguard) who:

• responded in an appropriate and organic (natural / spontaneous / unforced) 

manner 

• a merely ritualistic / routine, response

… to environmental challenges.



Macro patterns 
Challenge and response
Arnold Toynbee:

• Second imperative: The support of the imitative masses – or “mimetic majority”:

• Internal majority – e.g. citizens of a country.

• External majority – e.g. citizens of other countries. 

• Toynbee’s view on social change can be summarized as follows:

• Shape of the trajectory of history: The rise and fall of civilizations.

• Key: Challenge and response. 

• Unit or stages of history: Civilization cycles.



Macro patterns 
Challenge and response
Arnold Toynbee:



Macro patterns 
Challenge and Response
CONCLUSION – Arnold Toynbee: 

• The probable future / overall trajectory of history – the rise of either the nation 

state or global governance.

• First imperative: Depending on how creative the vanguard is, either: 

• Nation states would continue to dominate the political world scene.

• A global government could be the future for humanity. 

• Rationale: To be the creative minority of a nation state, is less of a feat, 

than to be the creative minority of one global state (it would be a miracle):

• Remember! Creative minority MUST respond in an organic (natural / 

spontaneous / unforced) manner to challenges.



Macro patterns 
Challenge and Response
CONCLUSION – Arnold Toynbee: 

• Second imperative: Creative minority depends on the support of the majority, and 

either: 

• Support is limited to a nation state’s internal majority: Nation state 

trajectory to continue. 

• True global vanguard has the support of the global majority: Trajectory 

towards a true global state and government.

• Rationale: To obtain the support of your own nation’s majority is less of a 

feat, than to obtain the support of the global majority (it would be a miracle). 



Macro patterns 
Challenge and response
CONCLUSION – Arnold Toynbee: Depending on:

• How creative the leadership (vanguard) is… national vs. global (trans-border) 

energy solutions?

• IF they can garner the support of the majority… national vs global majority 

supporting national vs. global energy solutions.

• Either a move towards more coordinated energy solutions across borders…

• Continuance of multiple nation states pursuing their own interests – including 

energy and how to use it to their own benefit… 

• Gaia’s message – global leadership needed, acting as one to overcome 

environmental challenges (incl. energy):

• Gaia will pose THE CHALLENGE to the creative minority / elite / global 

vanguard in the future – and mankind might not survive!



Macro patterns 
Agency, structure & transcendence

Prabbat Sarkar: 4 castes

ETHOS

ETHOS

ETHOS

ETHOS
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Macro patterns 
The warrior comes in all shapes and forms

David Priestland:
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Macro patterns 
The warrior comes in all shapes and forms

David Priestland:



Macro patterns 
Agency, structure & transcendence

Prabbat Sarkar: 4 castes

• Shape: Cycle/Spiral

• Key: Vidya/Avidya dialectics  

• Unit or Stages of History: Varna: Social Cycle 



Macro patterns 
Agency, structure & transcendence

CONCLUSION – Prabbat Sarkar:

• The era of the warrior: Energy will be used extensively in future to make war:

• The world might be on its way to the warrior era again. 

• Next world war will be overshadowed by space military capabilities.

• Military robots will require lots of energy – electricity will be beamed from 

space to earth. 

• Energy will be a weapon against other nations… 

• The era of the sage (intellectual): Balanced / bureaucratic objectives for energy 

use (best chance to obtain a compromise between the four castes).

• The era of the merchant: Opportunity to make money; not always environmentally 

friendly. 



Macro patterns 
It is survival, stupid!

Summary of CLA assessment – how humanity hunts in figurative terms

Litany News flash: “The piece hunters voted to hunt on their own” – nation 

states.

News flash: “The peace hunters warned against secession and urged for 

collaborative hunting strategies” – globalizers. 

Systemic Hunting pack organisation:

• Silos (local, unilateral hunting decision making within each native 

hunting pack) – nation states.

• Embracers (global co-ordinated decision making across native hunting 

packs) – globalizers.

Worldview Our hunting packs – the packs we prefer to hunt with. 

Myth / 

Metaphor 

Myth – our forgotten quest for survival (in the age of armchair jobs).

Metaphor – “bring the bacon home!” (It is all about survival, stupid!)



Macro patterns 
Escape clauses | Human agency

CONCLUSION – The human agency:

• Prabbat Sarkar’s escape: Compromise between the four (4) castes to avoid 

continuous cycle of power transfers between the castes.

• Arnold Toynbee’s escape: Creative minority to avoid catastrophe for Gaia. 

• Riane Eisler’s escape: Partnership model between the two (2) genders, as well 

as between different nations.

• Pierre Teilhard de Chardin’s escape: Continuous trajectory towards ever-

increasing unification of things (e.g. unification of nation states).

• Gaia needs all of above!!!!

• The future of ENERGY will play a huge role to save Gaia!!!

• Macro patterns tell us what to do at high level to succeed!!!


